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as static, deterministic values (4). Using static values to model an 
LCCA hides the underlying uncertainty of the inputs but makes 
the pavement selection process simple: one chooses the pavement 
alternative with the lowest total life-cycle cost. The issue with this 
deterministic analysis is that a pavement alternative is selected on 
the basis of only a few considered scenarios. It is highly likely, 
therefore, that the values being compared are not what the actual 
life-cycle costs will be. This observation suggests that although the 
answer from the deterministic analysis is computationally simpler, 
it may lead the decision maker to select a pavement design with 
a higher life-cycle cost. One methodology for accounting for the 
uncertainty in an LCCA is conducting a probabilistic LCCA that can 
account for a range of possible outcomes in the analysis (5).

The idea of conducting a probabilistic LCCA is not particularly 
novel; FHWA has recommended the use of a probabilistic LCCA for 
almost 15 years (1). Nevertheless, implementation of a probabilistic 
LCCA has been limited in practice for many reasons. First, because 
the LCCA of pavement alternatives is a large-scale problem with many 
input parameters with a high level of uncertainty, implementation of 
the methodology is challenging. Second, there is currently a gap in 
the literature with regard to the statistical quantification of uncertainty 
for input values, the need for which often results from uncertainty 
regarding the quantity of inputs and the quality of data (5). If a deci-
sion maker incorrectly quantifies the underlying uncertainty of input 
parameters, the results of the analysis are rendered useless.

This research aimed to build on previous work to move probabilis-
tic LCCA methodology into practice by statistically quantifying input 
parameters in the LCCA of pavements. Specifically, this research char-
acterizes uncertainty related to the unit cost of construction activities, 
the frequency and timing of maintenance events, and the evolution of 
material prices over time and characterizes uncertainty in the absence 
of empirical data.

Literature review

Following the National Highway System Designation Act of 1995, 
which required states to conduct an LCCA for projects costing more 
than $25 million, state departments of transportation (DOTs) and 
researchers focused their efforts on improving the overall LCCA 
process. FHWA has played a major role in both promoting and fund-
ing LCCA research that has led to significant advancements in the 
past 15 years (4).

Early research by the pavement LCCA community focused on 
comparative assessments for a range of different applications. 
Embacher and Snyder compared the life-cycle cost of asphalt and 
concrete pavements for low-volume roadways (6). Huang et al. 
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Life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is an important tool for evaluating the 
merits of alternative investments. Inevitably, inputs for an LCCA are sub-
ject to a high level of uncertainty in both the short and long term. How-
ever, the way LCCA is currently implemented in the field treats LCCA 
inputs as static, deterministic values. Conducting an analysis in this way, 
though computationally simpler, hides the underlying uncertainty of the 
inputs by only considering a few possible permutations. The results of 
such an analysis could potentially lead a decision maker to the incorrect 
pavement selection. One methodology that has gained traction in the past 
decade is describing uncertain parameters probabilistically and allowing 
the analysis to consider a range of possible outcomes. Although this meth-
odology is recommended by FHWA, practitioners still generally conduct 
deterministic LCCAs. One of the major reasons is that further work must 
be conducted to characterize uncertainty statistically for input param-
eters. This research attempted to build on previous work by probabilisti-
cally characterizing several input parameters for which empirical data 
were and were not readily available. This paper characterizes uncertainty 
and variability in the LCCA of pavements and then applies the method-
ology presented to two case studies to understand the implications of a 
probabilistic LCCA for the pavement selection process.

Life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) is an analytical tool for assess-
ing the value of alternative investments. It includes the total cost of 
ownership, operation, and maintenance for a given project (1). For 
pavement projects, these costs encompass the costs associated with 
initial construction, the costs of maintenance and rehabilitation and 
user costs (i.e., vehicle operation costs). Despite LCCA’s merits, a 
recent survey showed highway officials place a greater emphasis on 
initial costs than on life-cycle costs (2). One likely reason for this 
emphasis is that it is generally more plausible that costs predicted in 
the near term will have a much higher level of precision than costs 
predicted 20, 30, or even 50 years into the future. It is likely that 
decision  makers will only weigh life-cycle costs more heavily in 
decision making if more advanced analytical models are constructed 
to account for such uncertainties (3).

Despite the recognized uncertainty in constructing an LCCA, 
practitioners have implemented it in the field by treating inputs 
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created a decision support system for identifying optimal repairs 
of concrete bridge decks (7). Fagen and Phares compared the life-
cycle costs of steel beam precast, concrete beam precast, and con-
tinuous concrete slab bridge decks for a low-volume roadway (8). 
Zimmerman and Peshkin used LCCA to identify optimal timings for 
preventative maintenance procedures (9). Although these are major 
contributions, a drawback associated with all of these studies is that 
input parameters were treated as deterministic values. Recognizing 
this drawback, research in the past decade has focused on developing 
a probabilistic approach to dealing with uncertainty.

The majority of probabilistic LCCAs have focused on statistically 
characterizing a select few input parameters by characterizing his-
torical data with a variety of best-fit probability density functions. 
Tighe collected historical experimental data and found that for many 
of the input parameters, a lognormal distribution fit the data best (5). 
Osman developed a risk-based methodology by considering uncer-
tainty only with respect to pavement performance over time, which 
was described with a Weibull distribution (10). Li and Madanu cre-
ated a life-cycle cost–benefit model by characterizing cost uncertainty 
with a beta distribution (11). Salem et al. characterized uncertainty 
related to the occurrence of pavement failure and future life-cycle 
events with a Weibull distribution (12). Despite the progress, state 
DOTs still mostly conduct deterministic LCCAs (4). The aim of the 
present study was to build on some of the previously mentioned work 
to accelerate the inclusion of probabilistic LCCAs in practice.

First, the previously mentioned studies characterize uncertainty 
and variability in an LCCA but do not reduce it by considering 
likely drivers of it. For example, Herbsman showed there is a direct 
correlation between bid volume and the unit cost of bid items (13). 
One potential way to reduce the uncertainty and make the results of 
the analysis more realistic is to account for such relationships. Sec-
ond, the Mechanistic–Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) 
is a major breakthrough in the pavement selection process (14). The 
present study integrated the MEPDG with a probabilistic LCCA 
model to project future maintenance events and understand the 
MEPDG’s implications for conducting an LCCA. Third, the pre-
vious studies have not accounted for projecting future prices. Not 
only will the real price of construction costs change over time, but 
different inputs will change differentially. Last, all of the previous 
studies make use of empirical data in characterizing input param-
eters. It is likely, however, that there are many input parameters for 
which there are no readily available data. A methodology should be 
introduced to account for such uncertainties.

MethodoLogy

The most common reference for practitioners conducting an 
LCCA is FHWA’s 1998 report Life-Cycle Cost Analysis in Pave-
ment Design: Interim Technical Bulletin (1). The present study fol-

lowed the same five major steps outlined in the report: identify the 
structure of the problem, quantify uncertainty, perform simulations, 
interpret results, and make a consensus decision.

identify the Structure of the Problem

This research quantified the probabilistic economic cost of building 
and maintaining a new roadway. The study focused only on the cost 
of financing a project and ignored user costs associated with traf-
fic delays, which previous studies have explored (15–17). The study 
also assumed that a decision had already been made to build a new 
roadway. Underlying policies and the impacts a roadway has on 
existing infrastructure, although important, were ignored to reduce 
the complexity of the problem at hand (18). Figure 1 is a simpli-
fied flowchart of all phases considered within the system bound-
ary of this research. The four general life-cycle phases are materials, 
 construction,  maintenance, and end of life.

This study was a comparative assessment of pavement alterna-
tives, and, as such, it ignored costs incurred apart from pavement 
selection. If land had to be cleared for a new roadway, for example, 
the costs of clearing the land were independent of the pavement 
selection and, consequently, were outside the scope of this work. To 
allow for fair comparison between pavement alternatives with likely 
different cash flows, all costs were converted into a net present value 
to allow for an equivalent time perspective.

Quantify uncertainty

The LCCA in this research was structured to allow for the incorpo-
ration of uncertainty related to the unit cost of construction, occur-
rence of maintenance activities, future material prices, and quantity 
of inputs.

Unit Cost of Construction Activities

Basic economic theory postulates that it is likely that the average cost 
of production will decrease as production increases; this principle 
is known as economy of scale. Therefore, it is likely more reason-
able to model cost as a function of bid volume than to characterize 
 uncertainty with a best-fit distribution.

Substantial historical bid data, including bid volume and total bid 
cost, are made publicly available by state DOTs. The total bid cost 
provided by DOTs typically convolves manufacturing of materials, 
labor and overhead, and other costs into one number. This practice 
makes it difficult to differentiate the relative contribution of vari-
able and fixed costs to the total bid price. Nevertheless, one way to 
quantify the relationship between cost and quantity is to evaluate 

FIGURE 1  Simplified scope and boundary of LCCA study.
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the average unit cost (total cost divided by quantity) with respect to 
bid volume. It is likely that for most relevant construction activities, 
a statistically significant relationship will exist between the two. 
To test whether the relationship is in fact statistically significant, 
a univariate regression analysis between average unit cost and bid 
volume can be conducted.

In a regression analysis, both average unit cost and bid volume 
undergo a log transformation to allow the data to meet the assump-
tions of a linear regression analysis, which will report the p-value of 
the dependent variable. The p-value represents a statistical measure, 
which ranges from 0 to 1, for evaluating whether a parameter can be 
classified as statistically significant (19). If the p-value is less than a 
threshold value (α), the confidence that the parameter is statistically 
significant is 1 − α. Typical p-values used in statistics can range 
between .1 and .01, meaning 90% to 99% confidence that the depen-
dent variable—bid volume in this case—is statistically significant. 
For this particular research, a threshold p-value of .05 was used.

For all construction activities that showed a statistically significant 
relationship between average unit cost and bid volume, regression 
analysis was used to project initial costs. Other factors not captured 
by this relationship, such as construction site variability or daytime 
versus nighttime construction, were modeled by using the standard 
error of the univariate regression equation in conducting Monte 
Carlo simulations. For construction activities in which there is a sta-
tistically insignificant relationship between average unit cost and bid 
volume, a chi-square best-fit lognormal distribution was fitted to the 
data, consistent with the approach of previous LCCA studies (5).

Timing of Future Maintenance on Basis  
of Predicted Pavement Distress

To predict both the number and timing of maintenance activities, 
this research integrated the pavement design process with the 
recently developed MEPDG (14). The MEPDG transforms a set of 
design conditions (e.g., pavement type and thickness) and contex-
tual conditions (e.g., climate, predicted traffic) into predicted per-
formance with models that have been calibrated and validated with 
data from the Long-Term Pavement Performance program (20). The 
process of design with MEPDG software is iterative; the pavement 
designer initially selects a pavement, and if that pavement does not 
meet a required level of performance, the designer will make the 
necessary amendments to the initial design. Pavement performance 
is measured through outputs of distress data, which include factors 
such as roughness, bottom-up cracking, and surface-down cracking.

The developed probabilistic LCCA model leveraged the MEPDG 
outputs of predicted pavement performance at the 50th and 90th per-
centile reliability levels. From the two outputs, a Gaussian distribu-
tion was formed to represent the distress at any reliability level with 
respect to time. For each uncertainty simulation, the year in which 
maintenance would be performed was selected by choosing the first 
distress criteria that failed to meet the required performance thresh-
old level (e.g., if the international roughness index were to exceed a 
desired threshold of 160).

Future Material Cost

Research has shown that concrete and asphalt are two commodities 
with historically different price growth rates and volatilities and that 
this differential behavior is likely to continue into the future (21). 

Nevertheless, decision makers tend to avoid consideration of this 
difference when conducting an LCCA because of the difficulty in 
projecting prices over such a long time horizon, especially given the 
lack of significant historical price data for the commodities. There-
fore, to understand the price link between concrete and asphalt, the 
price of each was probabilistically forecast by testing for cointegra-
tion between paving materials (e.g., cement, aggregate) and their 
relevant price inputs. Concrete and asphalt prices were then forecast 
by projecting future constituent prices and using the derived long-
run price equilibrium to forecast future paving material prices. This 
research followed the same approach as Swei (21), but incorporated 
more recent data in the price projections.

Quantification of Uncertainty for Input Parameters 
That Lack Historical Data

Many inputs in an LCCA, such as the thickness of a pavement layer or 
density of a mixture, have variability but potentially none of the his-
torical data that are required for statistical characterization. Because 
an acceptable methodology for quantifying such uncertainty was 
not found in the LCCA literature, this study adopted a methodol-
ogy practiced by the life-cycle assessment community known as the 
pedigree matrix approach (22). A pedigree matrix is a framework of 
analysis for quantifying uncertainty related to the data quality of input 
 parameters in the absence of empirical data.

The Ecoinvent pedigree matrix recognizes two extremely gen-
eral types of uncertainty: basic uncertainty and additional uncer-
tainty (22). Basic uncertainty is defined as values with variation 
and stochastic error resulting from process variation. For example, 
the pavement thickness prescribed by a pavement engineer will not 
be perfectly met in the field. Additional uncertainty is defined as 
uncertainty resulting from temporal, geographic, or technological 
correlation as well as completeness and reliability in the underlying 
data. If a construction activity is estimated on the basis of 5-year-old 
data, for example, there is temporal uncertainty related to the data 
in use. The power of the pedigree matrix approach is that it allows 
for the quantification of uncertainty by qualitatively evaluating the 
input parameters (23). Quality indicator scores are used to assess 
the input values being used and are transformed into variances 
that are applied to the input parameters in the form of a lognormal 
distribution.

Perform Simulations

In conducting a Monte Carlo simulation, random values are sam-
pled from probability distributions thousands of times to form a 
distribution of possible outcomes. An important factor in perform-
ing a Monte Carlo simulation is ensuring that the values selected, 
although random, make sense structurally. Therefore, in accounting 
for uncertainty, it is paramount that the analysis consider both cor-
relation and dependencies between input parameters. Dependen-
cies represent statistical relationships between multiple variables. 
For example, the timing of a second maintenance depends on what 
occurred during the first maintenance activity. Correlation is the 
common inputs shared by each alternative. For instance, the source 
of materials for two asphalt designs is expected to be the same. 
Considering dependencies and correlation allows for a Monte Carlo 
simulation to select values that are reasonable and not completely 
random and unrealistic.
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interpret results and Make a Consensus decision

One way to visualize the results from a Monte Carlo simulation is to 
examine the results in the form of a cumulative distribution function 
(CDF); this is the integral of the more commonly used probability 
density function. The usefulness of a CDF is that a decision maker 
can select an alternative on the basis of his or her risk perspective. 
It is expected that a decision maker is not necessarily interested in 
the expected cost of a project, but potentially more interested in 
limiting his or her losses. From this risk-averse perspective, a deci-
sion maker would use a CDF to select a pavement that has a high 
probability of costing less than a certain threshold.

CaSe Study

The methodology described above was applied to estimating the 
probabilistic life-cycle cost in two case studies, both located in Joplin, 
Missouri. The selection of the location was based on local calibration 
efforts that were conducted with the recently developed MEPDG soft-
ware. Pavement designs were developed independently by Applied 
Research Associates, which sought to use the MEPDG to develop 
equivalent hot-mix asphalt (HMA) and jointed plain concrete pave-
ment (JPCP) alternatives for each scenario. Alternative pavements 
were designed for (a) a major roadway with three lanes of traffic in 
each direction and expected initial annual average daily truck traffic 
(AADTT) of 8,000 and (b) a local roadway with one lane of traffic 
in each direction and an expected initial AADTT of 300. Life-cycle 
costs were calculated for a 50-year analysis period, and future main-
tenance costs were discounted by using a real discount rate of 4% to 
stay consistent with FHWA’s suggestion for conducting an LCCA (1). 
Tables 1 and 2 present the HMA and JPCP designs and maintenance 
schedules, respectively, for the 90th percentile reliability level.

Statistical Characterization of data

This section presents the statistical characterization of uncertainty for 
the LCCA model. This paper presents only the results for characterizing  

the unit cost and pavement mechanistic performance with respect to 
time uncertainty. The price projections and pedigree matrix uncertainty 
factors used in this probabilistic analysis can be found in Swei (21).

Unit Price of Construction Activities

Figure 2 presents a univariate regression analysis of the unit price of 
JPCP pavements versus bid quantity over a 36-month span in Mis-
souri; the Oman Systems BidTabs database was used in the analysis 
(24). For this particular data set, the coefficient of determination was 
0.70, which implied that 70% of the variation could be described by 
this simple analysis. As shown in Table 3, this result generally holds 
true for many of the major cost inputs for the LCCA model. Some 
of the inputs, however, such as the removal of material for patching, 
show no statistically significant relationship between cost and quantity, 
and are therefore characterized with a best-fit probability distribution.

In conducting the deterministic cost analysis described in the fol-
lowing section, either the mean values of the best-fit distributions or 
a univariate regression analysis was used, depending on whether the 
relationship between cost and quantity was statistically significant. 

TABLE 1  MEPDG-Based JPCP and HMA Pavement 
Designs for Urban Interstate and Local Road 
Case Studies

Layer Thickness [in. (cm)]

Urban Interstate Road (Initial AADTT of 8,000)

JPCP design
 JPCP 11 (27.9)
 Aggregate base  6 (15.2)

HMA design
 Surface HMA PG 76-22  2 (5.1)
 Intermediate HMA PG 76-22  3 (7.6)
 Base HMA PG 76-22  7 (17.8)
 Rock base 24 (61.0)

Local Road (Initial AADTT of 300)

JPCP design
 JPCP 7.5 (19.1)
 Aggregate base 4 (10.2)

HMA design
 Surface HMA PG 76-22 1.75 (4.4)
 Intermediate HMA PG 76-22 4 (10.2)
 Aggregate base 4 (10.2)

TABLE 2  Maintenance Schedule for JPCP and HMA Pavement 
Designs at MEPDG-Specified 90% Reliability for Urban 
Interstate and Local Road Case Studies

Maintenance 
Number

Year of 
Occurrence Type of Rehabilitation

Urban Interstate Road (Initial AADTT of 8,000)

JPCP design
  1 30 100% diamond grinding and full- 

 depth repair
  2 na na

HMA design
  1 20 2-in. mill, overlay and patching
  2 37 2-in. mill, overlay and patching

Local Road (Initial AADTT of 300)

JPCP design
  1 20 Full-depth repair
  2 40 Full-depth repair

HMA design
  1 20 1.75-in. mill, overlay and patching
  2 37 1.75-in. mill, overlay and patching

Note: na = not applicable.

FIGURE 2  Regression analysis of unit price of JPCP winning 
pavement bids with respect to bid volume (24).
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To account for other factors driving the variability, the probabilistic 
analysis incorporated the standard error of the  regression equations.

Timing of Future Maintenance and Rehabilitation

As discussed, both the number and timing of maintenance events 
were characterized by leveraging the outputs of the MEPDG soft-
ware. With the predicted pavement deformation curves at the 50th 
and 90th percentile reliability levels, a curve can be developed for all 
reliability levels if the assumption is that the pavement deformation 
in each month follows an underlying normal distribution. Because 
the random variable in the probabilistic analysis is the selected reli-
ability level, the model assumes that the performance in each year 
implicitly depends on previous performance (i.e., if the pavement 
performance in Month 1 is the 75th percentile, the performance in 
Month 100 will also be the 75th percentile). When Monte Carlo 
simulations were conducted, reliability levels could only be selected 
between 25% and 98%, as it was found that using the full range of 
reliability levels could lead to unrealistic results. For different reli-
ability levels, the controlling performance criteria (e.g., international 
roughness index, cracking) may switch, and so the model developed 
allows for that flexibility during each simulation.

deterministic analysis

The current procedure adopted by state DOTs and a model created 
in Microsoft Excel were used to construct a deterministic analysis to 

estimate the likely pavement selection. Historical bid data were col-
lected between 2010 and 2012 for the state of Missouri by using the 
Oman BidTabs database, which includes all cost components except 
mobilization (24). Therefore, an additional 10% was added to each 
bid item in the deterministic case, consistent with what the Califor-
nia DOT suggests is the approximate cost of mobilizing materials 
(25). Uncertainty regarding this value was incorporated in the prob-
abilistic analysis with the pedigree matrix approach. As mentioned 
in the methodology section, only differential costs were considered 
in this analysis, and costs such as engineering fees, traffic, and 
lighting were therefore excluded from the scope of the analysis.

Figure 3 presents the initial, discounted rehabilitation and dis-
counted life-cycle costs for the HMA and JPCP designs for the two case  
studies. In each case study, the superior alternative in terms of life-cycle 
costs was also superior in terms of initial costs. However, it is difficult  
to assert with certainty that one alternative was superior to another, 
given the significant uncertainty underlying all of the input parameters.

Probabilistic analysis

Figure 4 presents the results when all input parameters were treated 
as probabilistic. When uncertainty is taken into account, the expected 
life-cycle cost of the JPCP design is 10% superior in the case of 
the urban Interstate but 33% more expensive for the local road. The 
change in expected net present value can be attributed to the deter-
ministic analysis that used the 90th percentile reliability from the 
MEPDG—a more risk-averse perspective that is typically used in 

TABLE 3  Quantification of Unit Cost Uncertainty for Significant Input Parameters

Input
Unit of 
Measurement P-Value R2

Regression Equation 
ln(P) = a  ln(Q) + b

Best-Fit Lognormal 
Distribution

Initial JPCP Design Inputs

JPCP yd3 <.0001 .70 a = −0.15 (0.0076) na
b = 6.19 (0.052)

Type 5 aggregate base yd3 <.0001 .49 a = −0.17 (0.014) na
b = 5.02 (0.091)

Initial Asphalt Design

Surface mixture SP125 Tons <.0001 .49 a = −0.11(0.017) na
 (PG 76-22 binder) b = 5.49 (0.15)

Surface mixture BP1 Tons <.0001 .62 a = −0.18 (0.0083) na
 (PG 64-22 binder) b = 5.50 (0.062)

Base mixture Tons <.0001 .55 a = −0.16 (0.0044) na
 (PG 64-22 binder) b = 5.29 (0.035)

Type 5 aggregate base yd3 <.0001 .49 a = −0.17 (0.014) na
b = 5.02 (0.091)

Placing rock base yd3 <.0001 .38 a = −0.26 (0.086) na
b = 4.44 (0.70)

Maintenance-Specific Input Parameters

Diamond grinding yd2 <.0001 .78 a = −0.33 (0.034) na
b = 3.50 (0.33)

Cold milling yd2 <.0001 .70 a = −0.39 (0.013) na
b = 4.27 (0.12)

Patching, additional yd3 <.0001 .53 a = −0.38 (0.070) na
 material b = 7.30 (0.20)

Patching, removal of yd3 .08 na na Mean = 4.65
 material SD = 0.93

Note: SD = standard deviation. In the regression equation, P = unit price, Q = quantity, and a and b = regression coefficients. 
Values in parentheses represent standard error of  regression coefficient.
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pavement designs. Given that the probabilistic approach considers all 
reliability levels and that a larger portion of the total life-cycle cost of 
HMA pavements is from rehabilitation, a probabilistic LCCA could 
potentially favor the HMA alternative as compared with a determin-
istic analysis when the mean values are evaluated. That being said, 
the discrepancy between the alternatives for the urban Interstate case 
tended to increase as the cumulative probability increased, as shown 
in Table 4. This indicates that in this particular scenario, the JPCP 
pavement design would be more likely to be selected if the decision 
maker had a more risk-averse perspective. On the other hand, for the 
local road, the relative difference for different risk profiles does not 
change. This finding likely can be attributed in part to the uncertainty 
surrounding the initial cost inputs, as the regression analysis for the 
surface HMA mixture for the local road fit the data better than that 
for the urban Interstate, as can be seen in Table 3.

ConCLuSionS and Future work

This research probabilistically quantified uncertainty in the LCCA 
of pavements for input parameters with empirical data—specifically, 
the unit price of bid items, timing of maintenance events, and fore-

casting of material prices—and accounted for uncertainty for inputs 
without empirical data. The majority of unit cost inputs showed a 
statistically significant relationship with quantity, indicating that 
such explanatory variables should be accounted for in an LCCA. 
The development of a model that fits within the MEPDG framework 
characterized the probabilistic evolution of pavement distress over 
time to account for that distress in conducting an LCCA. By apply-
ing the characterized uncertainties in two case studies, this research 
reinforced the benefit of probabilistic LCCAs and of viewing the 
results in the form of a CDF, as FHWA has pointed out (1).

One of the major limitations of the analysis done in this study is 
that the methodology was applied to a scenario that assumes that 
future rehabilitation activities are fixed irrespective of future  market 
conditions. It is likely, for example, that a future rehabilitation activity 
would either be changed or be delayed if material prices were signifi-
cantly higher than expected. The LCCA model should account for a 
decision maker’s flexibility in changing future actions in response 
to future events (known as real options); not doing so is a drawback 
of the analysis presented in this paper. Additionally, the scope of 
the analysis focused only on the cost of financing a roadway. The 
model should be expanded to include the user cost associated with a 
 pavement decision.
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Last, the described methodology showed that a probabilistic 
analy sis could potentially change a decision maker’s selection of 
pavement. This finding ignores the underlying political and nontech-
nical factors that drive a decision. The study also did not test whether 
such a model would actually lead to economically smarter invest-
ment decisions. To validate the methodology presented in this paper, 
a future study comparing the cost expectancy of historical pavement 
projects with the actual costs should be conducted to assess whether 
the model leads to the correct selection.
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